### Stairs Expectations

The following are the Stair’s Expectations that have been adopted by all Staff and students at El Mirage Elementary School. [https://video.dysart.org/Videos/Video.aspx?v=2713](https://video.dysart.org/Videos/Video.aspx?v=2713)

| Be Safe!                                                                 | • Walk don’t jump.  
|                                                                        | • Keep safe distance between those who are in front of you.  
|                                                                        | • Don’t push.  
|                                                                        | • No sliding.  
|                                                                        | • No playing allowed.  

| Be Respectful!                                                         | • Keep stairs clean.  
|                                                                        | • Keep your hands to yourself.  
|                                                                        | • Maintain distance between students.  

| Be Responsible!                                                        | • Follow directions.  
|                                                                        | • Keep your hands to yourself.  
|                                                                        | • Stay to the right.  